
Your all-in-one solution



Urben’s all-in-one solution offers breathtaking DTEN audio
and crystal clear visuals, giving you the best experience 
possible. It’s fully customisable, cost-effective and very easy to 
install.

The right meeting room technology is the backbone for 
making the right business decisions at pace. The Urben 
DTEN partnership takes your meeting room to the next 
level.

Ticks all the boxes.

All-In-One
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Screen team

Collaborate more

All Urben solutions can be fully integrated with the award-winning DTEN 
displays. To bring your conferencing to life, you can choose from the 55” or 
75” in single, dual or triple configurations - or beyond. 

The 4K 120-degree wide angle camera gives you that face-to-face in-room 
meeting experience for remote participants.

Urben systems eliminate painful broken audio. Crystal clear voice from 
DTEN’s 16 microphone array and the sophisticated DSP sound technology 
from DTEN and Zoom means sound is sharper than ever.

Interactive features ensure communication and collaboration is 
productive, embeddding for a seamless Zoom Rooms for Touch 
experience.

Audio that matters

Best of the best.

Features For The Future
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Easy-Install Mountable

Business as usual.

No Disruption
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Urben solutions are installed in minutes, not days. Over lunch or outside 
office hours, business is not halted by lengthy construction work. Nor do 
our floor-mounted solutions require any expensive work to the fabric of 
the building. They can be fitted to any environment (brick, glass, listed 
buildings, you name it...)



An empowering solution.

Dual + Triple Screens

The scalability of Urben and DTEN solutions means this productivity can be tailored to suit any environment; from executive offices and 
board rooms, to small meeting spaces and huddle rooms.
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The perfect companion.

The Magic Touch

Urben and DTEN companion board solutions offer a seamless ultra-responsive digital whiteboard experience, allowing you to take idea 
generation up a gear with interactive annotations. 

It really is a perfect companion!
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Interactive

Powerful



Total collaborative immersion.

Urben U2

The U2 from Urben is a fully immersive solution that converts 
any unused space into a huddle zone. It saves space, increases 
productivity and enables better collaboration by combining video 
conferencing and data sharing. 

Its flexible and unique shape makes it perfect to maximise unusual 
office layouts, turning awkward corners and empty spaces into 
productive meeting zones.
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Contact us at hello@urbentech.com for pricing or to discuss your 
own DTEN solutions. 

Do it once, do it right

UK +44 (0) 1727 758 000

At Urben, we believe virtual collaboration should 
be seamless and empowering. 

We make globally acclaimed all-in-one video 
conferencing solutions that combine world-class 
hardware and software. 

From huddle spaces to media walls and control 
rooms, we transform the productivity of enterprise 
businesses all around the world.

Urben enables global businesses to keep their 
competitive edge at any distance; reducing costs 
and minimising disruption, with no compromise to 
an unparalleled user experience.

USA +1 (844) 242 2093
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